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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY









We define big data as large amounts of information, collected about many people, over multiple
devices. We define critical big data research as efforts to demonstrate how flaws—ethical or
methodological—in the collection and use and of big have implications for social inequality.
There are many critical and creative big data research endeavors around the world. Here we
present an annotated catalog of projects that:
o are both critical and creative in their analysis of big data;
o have a distinct Principal Investigator (PI) or clear team; and,
o are producing an identifiable body of public essays, original research, or civic
engagement projects.
We have catalogued these endeavors with as much descriptive information as possible, and
organized projects by the domains of big data critique and creativity in which they are having an
impact. We identify some 35 distinct projects, and several dozen individual researchers, artists
and civic leaders, operating in 16 domains of inquiry.
We recommend expanding critical and creative work in several domains:
o expanding work in China;
o supporting policy initiatives in Latin America’s young democracies;
o expanding work on algorithmic manipulation originating in authoritarian countries;
o identifying best practices for how public agencies in the United States should develop
big data initiatives.
We recommend that the next stage of support for these lines of inquiry is to help publicize the
output of these projects, many of which are of interest to a handful of specialists but should be
made accessible to policy makers, journalists, and the interested public.
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INTRODUCTION
There is growing concern about the degree to which digital media and device networks can be used as
tools of social control. This concern is expressed in at least two ways. First, social and computer
scientists are finding ways to catalog and demonstrate how algorithmic control can be exercised and
abused. Second, civic actors are tracking how big data and algorithms can be used to make better policy
recommendations, while also tracking how political elites use the tools.
Here we document the great variety of projects to detect and track algorithmic control of public opinion,
civic engagement, and public life in countries around the world. More specifically, we look at how
algorithmic control manifests in the creation and subsequent use of “big data.” In this catalog, we define
big data as large amounts of information collected about many people using many devices. In particular,
Dalton and Thatcher ask (2014b):






What historical conditions lead to the emergence of big data as a form of knowledge? (Barnes &
Wilson, 2014; Dalton, 2013)
Who controls ‘big data,’ its production and its analysis? What motives and imperatives drive
their work? (Thatcher, 2014)
Who are the subjects of big data and what knowledges are they producing? (Haklay, 2013)
How is big data actually applied in the production of spaces, places and landscapes? (Kitchin &
Dodge, 2011)
What is to be done with big data and what other kinds of knowledges could it help produce?
(Shah, 2013)

Asking critical questions about the socio‐cultural implications of big data requires transdisciplinary
insight generated among a variety of fields of study, practice, and understanding. Current projects with
a focus on critiques of big data have homes in the academy, in policy‐oriented think tanks, in
commercial enterprise, and in government. It’s crucial to note that inquiry into the problems of large‐
scale information processing and valuation has its foundations in the wide array of papers, conferences,
and informal groups focused on critical big data. Put another way, funded and unfunded projects
investigating the problems of big data are supplemented by papers and workshops on the topic and vice
versa. While this report gives primacy to critical big data projects that have support from internal and
external funders, it also provides contextual information on key people and organizations discussing
aspects of this subject who might not yet be affiliated with a formal project. So this approach widens
understanding on the field of players currently critiquing big data even as it creates a clear view of gaps
in study and funding.
The projects included in this report are generally conducted within or via funding from four types of
organizations: businesses or economic research consortiums, policy‐oriented think tanks, universities,
and governmental institutions. For a coherent picture of current inquiry, this report categorizes the
critical study of big data into several domains:







Automation and Robotics
Banking, Credit, and Insurance
Business Ethics and Consumer Rights
Civil and Human Rights
Democracy, Elections, and Political Communication
Education
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Health
Internet of Things
Incarceration
National Security and Foreign Affairs
Policing and Law Enforcement
Privacy and Security
Science and Knowledge Production
Urban Life
Work and Labor

Projects, research, and writing within each domain are described via associated institutions, funders (if
applicable), dates of operation or publication and people involved. The list of projects included in each
domain is comprehensive—every project found, funded or not, is included. The list of papers, events,
and workshops included complements the listed projects. Papers and events listed feature people or
organizations working at the forefront of each domain and are either particularly compelling in terms of
findings or useful in uncovering gaps in research and funding.
A. Methodology
Preparing this report has involved gathering and analyzing critical work on big data. We defined big data
as large amounts of information, collected about many people, over multiple devices. We defined
critical big data research as efforts to demonstrate how flaws—ethical or methodological—in the
collection and use and of big have implications for social inequality.
The research team examined and included projects and reports produced by foundations (public and
private), scientific organizations, think tanks, lone researchers, critical and cultural studies scholars,
computer scientists, hackers and hacktivists, civil society groups, firms, government agencies, and
military organizations. We searched the databases of the National Science Foundation, European
Research Consortium, and grant alert services using relevant key terms. Many projects are linked up
either in personnel sharing or co‐authoring arrangements, and many of the people who responded to
our questions about the state of the field offered leads to new people and projects.
Broadly speaking, the task of studying critical big data can be interpreted in one of two ways. One way is
to track work that uses big data to engage with—and ideally solve—critical problems in civil society. For
example, The Civic Tech and Data Collaborative supported by the MacArthur Foundation uses big data
to improve the lives of low‐income people. But work that mobilizes big data for social good, while
important, was not the focus of this project.
A second way is to focus on the use of big data itself: its role in either directly harming the research
subjects or indirectly harming the public through poor generalizations to larger populations. Big data
studies done in this vein ask about the implications of big data, and use a lens of critique to think about
the effects of this research on individual autonomy and social equity. This is where our research is
focused.
Critiques of big data can also take a few different forms. Gillespie and Seaver’s (2015) reading list on
critical algorithm studies provides a helpful typology for understanding the different kinds of arguments
used to think critically about big data. First, big data research can be criticized for removing human
complexity and context. As people are reduced to numbers, we lose sight of the “hows and whys” of
6

their actions in favor of quantifiable behaviors and outcomes. Research of this type can be crudely
summarized as simply a critique of big data’s accuracy, of how precisely it works.
Second, big data can be criticized because the methods used to create these enormous data sets are still
reliant on individual information. Academics, policy workers, lawyers, and journalists regularly point out
that businesses and organizations across numerous sectors continue to gather personal data, whether
from a credit check or an online search, without individuals’ consent. Even data that is “anonymized”
can be linked back to individuals fairly easily (de Montjoye, Radaelli, Singh, & Pentland, 2015). Critique in
this area often takes the form of legal and policy responses to data gathering practices that infringe on
personal autonomy. For example, big data allows for the accumulation of detailed personal profiles,
enabling advertisers or political campaigns to “micro‐target” based on information collected through
internet browsing or purchasing habits (Auerbach, 2013). Research of this type can be summarized as a
critique of privacy, focused on surveillance and one’s right to control their own personally identifiable
information.
Third, big data can be criticized because the methods used to analyze these data sets are embedded
with values and reflect existing biases (Barocas & Selbst, 2015). For example, the same predictive
analytics that harvest data in order to better recommend products or songs can be used to select job
candidates or make predictions about the likelihood that one may commit a crime based on one’s social
network (boyd, Levy, & Marwick, 2014; Stroud, 2014). These practices are, at their core, exclusionary.
For example, they may rely on existing categorizations such as “cultural fit”—similarity to those who are
already employed by a company—which get programmed into metrics. Research of this type can be
summarized as a critique of discrimination, focusing on big data’s power to systematically favor groups
of people.
Critical big data projects often mobilize multiple forms of critique. However, for the purposes of this
project, we are especially concerned with the second and third forms: critiques of privacy and critiques
of discrimination. Whether or not big data is accurate has limited bearing on how it is actually used by
governments and corporations. The improper collection of personal data can lead to the creation of
inaccurate user profiles that impact people’s lives. Individual privacy notwithstanding, large‐scale data
sets are also used by knowledge brokers to draw generalized conclusions. These data sets are often
imperfect, but trace data is used nevertheless to inform policy decisions, academic output, and
healthcare codes.
B. What We Don’t Do Here
It is important to note what we do not attempt in this gap analysis. The excitement about doing
something in big data has led many universities and think tanks to announce big data initiatives to
organize resources, provide a home for big data scientists, and publicly appear to be advancing big data
science. Many such initiatives foster the cross‐disciplinary collaboration necessary to make big data
methodologies available to those working outside of fields of inquiry driven by statistical methods. But
not all have a discernible critical element, and they may even fail to engage their own research teams
with the implications of how this data is collected and utilized. These kinds of initiatives are excluded
from the catalog.
Research initiatives that do engage critically with big data almost by definition have a dedicated
program of reviewing the ethics of big data. For example, the Big Data Strategic Initiative at Cambridge
University includes a specific research “theme” dedicated to three critical questions: the ethics of using
personal information, access and ownership of data sets, and the impact of research outcomes. The
7

initiative involves over 20 PIs, but from afar it seems to mostly connect existing research personnel and
provide them access to supplementary and holdover funding.
C. Confidentiality Statement
All of the information presented here has been obtained via public means, whether through web
content or interview. None of the information here is sensitive in nature: neither in terms of owner
confidentiality nor of future funding prospects. We have not listed any projects for future funding that
are yet to be solidified. In other words, no funder or PI contacted has asked that the information herein
be kept private.
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CRITICAL BIG DATA CATALOG
Critical theory approaches to studying algorithms, big data, and social control can be powerful in the
way they expose ideological projects and relations of control. Yet critical approaches to inquiry are also
faulted for cherry picking examples, being rhetorically overly dramatic, and not allowing for safe
generalizations. Originally, the process of critical theorizing was tied to creative production—critical
observations were not the end in themselves. Critical theory was supposed to generate ideas for better
ways of producing content or organizing people and then follow through with actually producing that
content and building those organizations. So we take special care here to present examples of research
endeavors that are not just generating critical theory research papers but are building new tools, playing
with data in genuinely creative ways, or working toward transportable ideas that have the broad
possibility of improving public life.
This section identifies the major endeavors, in alphabetical order, that a) are both critical and creative in
their analysis of big data b) have a distinct PI or clear team producing c) have a distinct body of essays,
original research, or civic engagement projects. Some of these endeavors have the support of major
funders, but not all do.
An Anthropological Examination of Algorithmic Recommendation System Design
Principal Investigator: William Maurer
Principal Investigator Contact: wmmaurer@uci.edu
Funder: National Science Foundation
Budget: $25,200
Website: http://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD_ID=1323834
Description: This project uses a cultural anthropology‐based approach to understanding online
recommendation systems. The project is particularly concerned with looking at how
algorithmic recommendations are affected by socio‐cultural, economic, and legal
contexts.
Assessing and Using Big Data to Advance Social Science Knowledge
Principal Investigator: Eric Meyer
Principal Investigator Contact: eric.meyer@oii.ox.ac.uk
Funder: Alfred P. Sloan Foundation
Budget: $479,241
Website: http://www.oii.ox.ac.uk/research/projects/?id=98
Description: Based at the Oxford Internet Institute, this project aimed to understand the social and
scientific implications of large‐scale data sets. The research took place between 2012
and 2014 and sought to track and understand how big data was being used by
academics and social scientists. Though not explicitly critical at the outset, the project’s
findings may generate critical insight to the actual uses of big data.
Big Data, Big Decisions (funded workshop)
Principal Investigator: M. Lynne Markus
Principal Investigator Contact: mlmarkus@bentley.edu
Funder: National Science Foundation
Budget: $49,998
Website: http://grantome.com/grant/NSF/IIS‐1348929
Description: This workshop, based at Bentley University, explored how research should address social,
economic and workforce implications of big data. Participants gathered to discuss
9

potential negative outcomes of big data research. It gathered both academics and policy
makers.
Big Data and the Future of Privacy
Principal Investigator: Marc Rotenberg, EPIC President and Executive Director
Principal Investigator Contact: rotenberg@epic.org
Funder: Individual Donors
Budget: Unknown
Website: https://epic.org/privacy/big‐data/
Description: Big Data and the Future of Privacy is an aspect of the nonprofit EPIC: Electronic Privacy and
Information Center. The project produces annual reports and brochures. It also engages
with public policy, most recently drafting a letter that asked John Holdren, director of
the Office of Science and Technology Policy under President Obama, critical questions
about the use of big data in government.
Center for Big Data Ethics, Law and Policy
Principal Investigator: Donald Brown, Director of Data Science Institute
Principal Investigator Contact: deb@virginia.edu
Funder: Unknown
Budget: Unknown
Website: https://dsi.virginia.edu/center‐big‐data‐ethics‐law‐and‐policy
Description: This center is housed in the Data Science Institute at the University of Virginia. The institute
unites 21 interdisciplinary faculties. The Center for Big Data Ethics, Law and Policy seeks
to develop strategies and policies with which to address legal and ethical issues of big
data. The center supports collaborative research and produces policy recommendations.
The Citizenship Effects of Welfare Administration Technologies
Principal Investigator: Virginia Eubanks
Principal Investigator Contact: veubanks@albany.edu
Funder: National Science Foundation
Budget: $105,000
Website: http://grantome.com/grant/NSF/SES‐0646342
Description: This project was focused on investigating the impact of computerization upon citizens and
social welfare systems. It was conducted through fieldwork and interviews with
stakeholders such as social workers and beneficiaries.
Civil Rights, Big Data and Our Algorithmic Future
Principal Investigator: David Robinson and Harlan Yu
Principal Investigator Contact: david@teamupturn.com
Funder: Ford Foundation (via Upturn) among others
Budget: $338,000 from Ford
Website: https://bigdata.fairness.io/
Description: This report explores Big Data and its implication for social justice and civil rights issues. It
explores both the opportunities and risks of big data in four areas: financial inclusion,
jobs, criminal justice, and government use.
Communities and Culture Network
Principal Investigator: Helen Thornham
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Principal Investigator Contact: h.thornham@leeds.ac.uk
Funder: Arts and Humanities Research Council (UK) and University of Leeds
Budget: Unknown
Website: http://www.communitiesandculture.org/
Description: Targeted towards developing action plans and understandings of culture and community in
the digital age. The UK‐based project considers itself methodologically innovative, using
a combination of network analysis and other digital methods. This group puts out
volumes of research several times a year.
Computational Propaganda and the Production/Detection of Bots
Principal Investigator: Philip Howard
Principal Investigator Contact: pnhoward@uw.edu
Funder: National Science Foundation/European Research Council
Budget: $218,825/$2,165,707
Website: www.politicalbots.org
Description: This research project began with a two‐year NSF EAGER award targeted toward studying
the production and dissemination of politicized bot accounts on social media through a
three‐part research process: construction of a comparative global event data set,
interviews with bot makers and trackers and construction of original computational
theory. The second grant was awarded to PI Howard and is directed at studying the
political bots phenomenon in Europe.
Council for Big Data, Ethics and Society
Principal Investigator: danah boyd
Principal Investigator Contact: danah@datasociety.org
Funder: National Science Foundation, Information Technology Research
Budget: $299,340
Website: http://bdes.datasociety.net/
Description: The Council for Big Data, Ethics and Society is a cross‐disciplinary collaboration to address
security, privacy and equity in big data initiatives. The council’s primary goal is develop
“frameworks” to help academics, government officials, and everyday people understand
the critical issues associated with big data. Output has mostly been in the form of
public‐facing articles available on the council’s website.
Data Activism: The Politics of Big Data According to Civil Society
Principal Investigator: Stefania Milan
Principal Investigator Contact: Tel.: +44 117 9545160
Funder: European Research Council
Budget: $2,309,605
Website: https://data‐activism.net/2015/12/welcome/
Description: This ERC‐ funded, University of Bristol‐based endeavor is geared toward understanding the
politics of big data. It is particularly focused on developing understandings of how civil
society understands data accumulation and use. Qualitative methods will be used:
“(interviews with activists, field observations, infrastructure ethnography on software
platforms”) and computational methods (such as data mining in online repositories).”
Data and Discrimination
Principal Investigator: Seeta Pena Gangadharan
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Principal Investigator Contact: seeta.gangadharan@gmail.com
Funder: Open Technology Institute at New America Foundation
Budget: unknown
Website: https://www.newamerica.org/downloads/OTI‐Data‐an‐Discrimination‐FINAL‐small.pdf
Description: This project, beginning with a preconference on the subject, brought together a variety of
scholars to address the ways data leads to discriminatory practices. The final output was
an edited collection of articles on the subject.
Data and Ethics Working Group
Principal Investigator: “At any given moment DEWG may or may not consist of: Elliott
Burns, Susana Cámara Leret, Kevin Logan, Geoff Howse, Jack James, Josep Perello, Tadeo
Sendon, Mike Thompson and Dave Young.”
Principal Investigator Contact: infodewg@gmail.com
Funder: Unknown
Budget: Unknown
Website: www.dataethics.org
Description: This research group explores the ethics of data ownership and ideas related to the public
interaction with data and data systems. Members are from various institutes (e.g., the
Open Data Institute) and data‐related businesses. Pertinent projects include #bridget,
#Therythmoflife and #TermsandConditions .
Data, Human Rights, and Human Security
Principal Investigator: Mark Latonero
Principal Investigator Contact: mark@datasociety.net
Funder: Data and Society Fellow
Budget: Unknown
Website: http://technologyandhumanrights.org/about‐2/
Description: This is part of an ongoing project that broadly investigates the relationship between
Information Communication Technologies (predominantly hardware) and human rights.
They’ve recently published a primer “Data, Human Rights & Human Security” that
outlines security risks to individual privacy or possible governmental abuses.
Additionally, they maintain a blog engaged with surveillance and other privacy concerns.
EqualFuture
Principal Investigator: David Robinson
Principal Investigator Contact: david@teamupturn.com
Funder: Ford Foundation (via Upturn)
Budget: $338,000 from Ford
Website: https://www.equalfuture.us/about/
Description: A website, newsletter, report generator, and policy resource for promoting “civil rights in
the era of big data.” Equal Future considers the way new technologies and methods are
used to determine decisions in housing, lending, health, employment, and criminal
justice. This funded project is led by the team at Upturn, working to expose how big
data affects minority voices and the disenfranchised.
Fairness, Accountability and Transparency in Machine Learning (recurring conference)
Principal Investigator: Organized by Solon Barocas and Sorelle Friedler
Principal Investigator Contact: sbarocas@princeton.edu
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Funder: Part of Neural Information Processing Systems Conference/Foundation
Budget: Unknown
Website: http://www.fatml.org/
Description: This yearly conference, as the title suggests, focuses on fairness and transparency in
machine learning. Attendees and speakers address growing concerns with the effect of
machine borne decisions on arenas like healthcare, education, and policing. This
conference occurs in different locations each year—in 2015 it was held in Lille, France. It
brings together scholars from across the globe.
Fox Big Data Institute—Temple University
Principal Investigator: Zoran Obradovic
Principal Investigator Contact: zoran.obradovic@temple.edu
Funder: National Science Foundation—Secure and Trustworthy Computing Division
Budget: Unknown
Website: http://www.fox.temple.edu/cms_research/research‐beta/big‐data‐beta/about/vision‐mission/
Description: This center, though focusing on big data research generally, is also focused on
understanding possible futures and social issues brought about by big data work. It is,
for instance, hosting a workshop in 2016‐‐Privacy in the Era of Big Data. This workshop,
scheduled at Temple University for August 2016, is geared toward understanding the
privacy implications of big data research.
From Data to Users: Providing Interpretable and Verifiable Explanations in Data Mining
Principal Investigator: Suresh Venkatasubramanian
Principal Investigator Contact: suresh@cs.utah.edu
Funder: National Science Foundation
Budget: $500,000
Website: http://nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD_ID=1251049;
http://fairness.haverford.edu/jekyll//whoweare/
Description: This research endeavor is oriented toward building a user‐centric computational framework
for data mining—one focused on an algorithmic fairness and minimalization of disparate
impact.
GovLab’s Open Data Impact Case Studies
Principal Investigator: Stefaan Verhulst
Principal Investigator Contact: sv39@nyu.edu
Funder: Knight Foundation
Budget: $3,120,000 (for GovLab)
Website: http://thegovlab.org/open‐data‐impact‐case‐studies/
Description: GovLab, as an organization, looks at both the positive and negative possibilities for big data
usage. This project consists of a number of case studies that look at the global impact of
open data in 19 countries.
International Network Observatory for Global Strategy and Big Data
Principal Investigator: Anno Bunnik
Principal Investigator Contact: Bunnika@hope@ac.uk
Funder: Business
Budget: Unknown
Website: http://networkobservatory.org/
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Description: This "research consortium" seeks to help commercial partners use big data sensitively.
Affiliate institutions are primarily Austrian, though the consortium is based in Liverpool.
The Observatory is working on both global strategy and a professional “code of
conduct” for big data ethics. They have also generated several academic publications on
big data ethics.
Max Planck Institute for the History of Science (multiple projects)
Principal Investigator: Jurgen Renn
Principal Investigator Contact: renn@mpiwg‐berlin.mpg.de
Funder: Max Planck Society/German Government/European Union/Other
Budget: Unknown
Website: https://www.mpiwg‐berlin.mpg.de/en
Description: This institute conducts many research projects that focus on critical inquiry into big data.
Relevant projects include “the science of statistics and the politics of censusmaking” and
“doing things with data.” Both use multiple methods. The institute is based in Berlin,
Germany, and regularly releases reports related to work.
The New Transparency: Surveillance and Social Sorting
Principal Investigator: David Lyon
Principal Investigator Contact: lyond@queensu.ca
Funder: Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada
Budget: Major Collaborative Research Grant, $1.8 million over 7 years.
Website: http://www.sscqueens.org/projects/the‐new‐transparency/about
Description: Based in Canada at Queen’s University, The New Transparency seeks to “make visible” the
social process underlying surveillance and data collection. They seek to do so by
examining the factors that contribute to the expansion of government surveillance,
identifying the supporting infrastructure and institutional frameworks that support
these practices.
Open Data Institute (multiple projects)
Principal Investigator: Tim Berners‐Lee
Principal Investigator Contact: info@theodi.org
Funder: UK Government (Innovate UK), Omidyar Network
Budget: $4.1m from Omidyar Network for “Data Culture”
Website: http://theodi.org/our‐focus
Description: Several projects at the ODI focus on the merits and effects of open data access. Projects of
interest include the Seventh Framework Programme for research and technological
development (FP7) ICT Policy Support Programme (ICT PSP) from European Commission.
The Open Data Monitor is also of interest as it maps open data projects and work.
Privacy in the Infosphere: Developing Ethical Guidelines for Managing Big Data Research
Principal Investigator: Jeffrey Collmann
Principal Investigator Contact: collmanj@georgetown.edu
Funder: National Science Foundation—Methods, Measure and Statistics division
Budget: $49,221
Website: http://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD_ID=1502325&HistoricalAwards=false
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Description: This Georgetown University‐based conference focused on building responsible research and
ethics practices among scholars who perform big data research. It was geared toward
developing a toolkit of these practices among NSF investigators.
Peopling Europe: How data make a people
Principal Investigator: Evelyn Sharon Ruppert
Principal Investigator Contact: e.ruppert@gold.ac.uk3
Funder: European Research Council
Budget: $2,004,268
Website: http://www.gold.ac.uk/sociology/research/how‐data‐make‐people/
Description: This project seeks to understand the ways, philosophically and theoretically, that data make
people—that is how enumeration and statistics change culture and society. It is
particularly focused on changes to census making and statistical regimes throughout
Europe.
The Programmable City
Principal Investigator: Rob Kitchin
Principal Investigator Contact: Rob.Kitchin@nuim.ie
Funder: European Research Council
Budget: $2,516, 890
Website: http://www.maynoothuniversity.ie/progcity/
Description: This project attempts to ascertain the effects of data, especially socially oriented software,
upon the modern city. Specifically, it asks how software affects life in the social,
economic, and spatial spheres. This multi‐method project asks how cities are translated
into code and how code reshapes city life.
Proteus: A Practical and Rigorous Tool for Privacy
Principal Investigator: Ashwin Machanavajjhala
Principal Investigator Contact: ashwin@cs.duke.edu
Funder: NSF Career Award #1253327
Budget: $384,403
Website: http://db‐gs.cs.duke.edu/projects/proteus
Description: This project, based at Duke University in North Carolina, is focused on generating a
computational privacy tool to protect people from statistical data aggregation. This
project develops purposive software into a toolkit for people concerned with statistical
privacy.
Ranking Digital Rights
Principal Investigator: Rebecca MacKinnon
Principal Investigator Contact: info@rankingdigitalrights.org
Funder: John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, John S. and James L. Knight Foundation (2014
Knight News Challenge), Ford Foundation, Open Society Foundations (US programs), The
William and Flora Hewlett Foundation, The Shuttleworth Foundation (Flash Grant)
Media Democracy Fund
Budget: $150,000 fromMacArthur Foundation in 2015.
Website: www.rankingdigitalrights.org
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Description: This project works to rank/measure capabilities of several major ICT companies in the realm
of digital rights. It takes corporations’ other endeavors in social responsibility as a
precedent.
Social and Ethical Aspects of Digital Identities. Towards a Value Sensitive Identity Management
Principal Investigator: Irma Van Der Ploeg
Principal Investigator Contact: i.vdploeg@hszuyd.nl
Funder: European Research Council
Budget: $2,014,741
Website: https://erc.europa.eu/social‐and‐ethical‐aspects‐digital‐identities‐towards‐value‐sensitive‐
identity‐management
Description: This interdisciplinary project is based in the Netherlands. It focuses specifically on the
registration and management of personally identifiable information. It theorizes the
concept of identity and brings this theorizing to bear on actual development in Identity
Management technology. Their ultimate goal is to increase ethical acceptability of
technological developments. The project output is anticipated to be academic in
nature—producing three complementary PhD projects.
Socialising Big Data
Principal Investigator: Evelyn Ruppert, Department of Sociology, Goldsmiths, University of London
Principal Investigator Contact: e.ruppert@gold.ac.uk
Funder: The Economic and Social Research Council
Budget: Unknown
Website: https://sloddo.wordpress.com/projects‐2/socialising‐big‐data/
Description: A collaboration between The Center for Research on Socio‐Cultural Change, The Center of
Economic and Social Genomics, and “Centers for Doctoral Training” (DTCs) at three UK
universities. Socialising Big Data focuses on the “new vulnerabilities” created by the
generation of new “data‐objects” or data sets. These vulnerabilities include ethical risks
(such as privacy and security) and also risks of accuracy (representativeness and
stability) that can make research vulnerable to failure. The project seeks to develop a
set of concepts that can be used by industry practitioners, policy makers, and academics
as they produce and use big data.
Stratified Surveillance: Policing in the Age of Big Data
Principal Investigator: Sarah Brayne
Principal Investigator Contact: sarahbrayne@gmail.com
Funder: Horowitz Foundation for Social Policy
Budget: $12,500
Website: https://sites.google.com/site/sarahbrayne/
Description: Brayne’s research program focuses on the sociological implications of big data used in
policing. Her research specifically focuses on the Los Angeles Police Department,
studying how big data analytics affect surveillance practices and social inequality. The
research output is her PhD dissertation and associated articles.
Tech Policy Lab
Principal Investigator: Ryan Calo
Principal Investigator Contact: rcalo@uw.edu
Funder: Microsoft
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Budget: Unknown
Website: http://techpolicylab.org/funding/
Description: Based at the University of Washington, The Tech Policy Lab is a multidisciplinary
collaboration focused on improving technology policy especially in relation to innovative
technologies. Areas of interest include robotics, the Internet of Things, and cities. They
are currently looking at how big data may be translated into robotics. For example, how
might robots gather data from cloud computing to operate in the world and what are
the possible legal implications?
WeTheProtestors
Principal Investigator: Anonymized—see: http://www.wetheprotesters.org/about/
Principal Investigator Contact: info@wetheprotestors.org
Funder: crowd sourced donations/unknown
Budget: unknown
Website: http://www.wetheprotesters.org/
Description: This national advocacy organization is focused on equipping activists with cutting‐edge
tools, research, and policy solutions to end police violence in their communities.
Examples of work include: MappingPoliceViolence.org, CheckthePolice.org, and
ProtesterProgress.org.
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ARTISTS
While we did not explicitly set out to catalog art projects, we have noticed much productive
collaboration between artists and social or computer scientists. The dramatic delivery of critique is
sometimes more powerful when delivered by artists.
Because artists often produce multiple projects connected through an overarching theme, their work
didn’t fit easily into the format of the Critical Big Data catalog. Art is an important site of critical
engagement with big data. It provides a visual and emotive connection to a numeric world that can feel
abstract and isolating. Artists whose work engages critically with big data are listed below, with a brief
synopsis of their body of work and titles of relevant projects.
Trevor Paglen
Paglen’s work is united by a recurring theme of visibility and the US government—photographing
classified military sites (Limit Telephotography), satellites (The Other Night Sky), and listing classified
military terms (Code Names).
ThickEar
ThickEar is a London‐born artist collective whose work is focused on the everyday personal data
“transactions.” A recent installation, titled Record Store, allowed people to take personalized cassette
tapes in exchange for personal information. A previous installation, titled Pink Sheet Method, received
funding from The Open Society Foundation.
Josh Begley
Begley is an American artist who creates art through aggregate information. For example, a recent
project provided real‐time and historical data about every reported US drone strike (Drone Stream).
Others are collections of Google Map snapshots that show aerial views of US Prisons (Prison Map) and
sites of police violence (Officer Involved).
Yanni Loukissas
Loukissas is director of Georgia Tech’s Local Data Design Lab. His work studies big data as a culture form
through a combination of ethnography and visualization. His most recent project, Local Data, is a book
that aims to highlight the specificity, rather than generality, of data through its engagement with local‐
data collections (such as the real estate site, Zillow, and NewScape, UCLA’s collection of two‐hundred
thousand local news broadcast transcripts).
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FUNDING CRITICAL BIG DATA
This section describes the programs of the most high‐profile funders and programs in these domains.
A. Public Funders
The two largest public science funders of critical big data work are the National Science Foundation
(NSF) and the European Research Consortium (ERC). While we have been successful in cataloguing
individual projects that fit our understanding of critical big data work, it has proven much more difficult
to estimate the big organization‐wide or sector‐wide spending patterns. At the NSF, the bulk of
dedicated big data work is conducted by the Computer Science and Engineering Directorate under its
“Secure and Trustworthy Computing” program, with a budget of $75 million USD a year. This program
includes initiatives to work across social and computer sciences, and other scientific programs
additionally spend in this domain. The Social and Behavioral Sciences Division supports singular projects
that do big data work and collaborates with other directorates, but has no dedicated program.
The ERC does not have a dedicated program on big data, but has supported several academic projects
doing big data work, including Computational Propaganda (Howard), Datactive (Milan), and Responsible
Authoritarianism (Stockmann). These are large awards given to individual researchers as career awards
and are intended to support basic science. Other ERC programs for workshops and research networks
make use of big data but tend to involve industry partners and tend not to be very critical.
On occasion the government “Privacy Commissioners” around the world support original research,
either by tasking their internal research staff or by contracting out. Recently, the Privacy Commissioner
of Canada released “Data Brokers: A Look at the Canadian and American Landscape”. This report
reviews the major “data brokers” in the US and Canada. The project is geared to understanding how
these brokers are “compiling and selling individuals' personal information.” They argue that the use of
data for marketing or other purposes raises privacy concerns. These concerns result, in part, from “a
lack of transparency and openness and the challenges individuals face in trying to exert control over
their information. While Privacy Commissioners in Australia, Canada and the United Kingdom have
collaborated on original research, they do not have a large or consistent program of support.
B. Private Funders
The Sloan Foundation was one of the first private funders to invest in critical data research through a
project on the Oxford Internet Institute. However its significant investment in US‐based data science,
described below, does not have a particularly critical big data agenda. The primary funders of critical big
data work include the Ford Foundation, MacArthur Foundation, Open Society Foundation, and Knight
Foundation, and many of the projects detailed in the Critical Big Data Catalog and in Appendix 1 in the
catalogue are supported by one or more of these primary funders.
There are two additional private funders that have made large single investments in particular critical
data projects. The Adessium Foundation has several programmatic goals involving the promotion of
critical inquiry through big data, primarily involving public life in Europe. Details on what it actually
supports in this domain are fleeting, but it does host an annual Data Harvest conference that teaches
investigative journalists about using data mining tools. The Omidyar Network has recently committed
$4.1m to the Open Data Institute, and while open data initiatives have become an important feature of
modern democracies, very few open data initiatives have a strong reputation for critical big data policy
analysis. Much of that work falls to other non‐governmental organizations, who nonetheless depend on
data being open.
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C. Centers
There are only a handful of “centers of excellence” on critical big data. We define a critical big data
research center as an independent organization with multiple staff, multiple funders, and a credible
reputation for both supporting original research and disseminating the findings of such research. There
are two with a strong record, and two centers to watch. The two existing organizations with the most
coherent programs on big data are Data & Society and the Oxford Internet Institute. The first supports
many kinds of individual researchers, builders, and public writers. It has a strong reputation for critical
inquiry and a demonstrated ability to place opinion writing and commentary essays about the use of big
data. The second is a home for several different kinds of critical big data projects. It offers training
programs and content to academics, policy makers, and civic groups.
Centers to watch include the new Alan Turing Institute, a UK‐based organization that involves
government, industry, and academic partners. It has expressed an interest in the policy and ethics of big
data, but as a new organization it has little record of discovery. In this domain. The Moore‐Sloan Data
Science Environments program has seeded several research universities in the US. It has a budget of $38
million USD across several campuses. While this program seeks to support the social and critical aspects
of big data research, most of the investment benefits the hard sciences and these centers have yet to
demonstrate leadership in critical inquiry.
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CONCLUSION: GAPS AND OPPORTUNITIES
In this section, we identify areas where research could have a real‐world impact on shaping policy, social
norms, or public norms by cultivating critical big data work. While the amount of attention to critical big
data work is growing, there is also lots of opportunity for new lines of creativity and critique. Just as
important, we argue that the existing lines of inquiry need to be “mainstreamed.”
A. Mainstreaming
A significant amount of the critical big data work occurs in small teams or with individual researchers
who publish in academic journals. The next big step for the broad project of improving our
understanding of the political power of algorithms is to get the traditional think tanks, political players,
public policy makers, journalists, and the interested public to raise their sophistication with the technical
and political issues involved. A way to do this is to “mainstream” the issue by prompting organizations to
develop their own in‐house research staff, their own small granting efforts, and their own policy
competence. Supporting existing organizations (such as the US Institutes of Peace, the National
Endowment for Democracy, or the Center for Responsive Politics) through financing and program
development advice would allow more mainstream organizations to start working on critical big data. By
mainstreaming we mean:
a) improving the sophistication of journalists working with big data or writing on it;
b) raising the literacy of public policy makers on the findings of critical research; and
c) ultimately drawing popular attention to the impact of algorithms on public life.
Although many of the projects we identified in our catalog are multidisciplinary, there is a lack of
research that collaborates across sectors. Research that incorporates individuals situated in businesses,
governments, and the academy will foster a more nuanced understanding of the ways in which big data
is used, and the mechanisms that may (or may not) be in place to make sure it is used acceptably. It will
allow for researchers to arrive at critiques and solutions that take into account the actual practices and
constraints of institutions that utilize big data—rather than merely critiquing from ethical ideals. Some
of the most rigorous thinking about big data is being done by isolated critical theorists, whose powerful
ideas aren’t being integrated into work done by other academics (social scientists, computational
scientists) much less those who are building systems or writing policy. Critical big data research needs
teams of researchers to build conceptual bridges and identify shared terms, so that the work being done
across paradigms, fields, and sectors can be maximally effective.
What is important to the people who make and implement systems that utilize big data? What trade‐
offs occur in the considerations of ethical data practices and how can these trade‐offs be made visible?
If critical inquiry on big data exposes opportunities and flaws, what is the best route to publicizing
findings and giving policy makers actionable evidence? How can we raise the amount and quality of
news coverage on algorithmic control? What can we teach civil society groups that are not focused on
technology issues about the importance of critical big data work for their own activities?
The two widely recognized centers of excellence for critical big data work, Data & Society and the Oxford
Internet Institute, tend to capture the attention of policy makers and journalists, and have been
particularly good outlets for mainstreaming critical big data findings.
B. China
Our current understanding of algorithms and social control in China is extremely limited. We know that
the vast majority of Chinese citizens use a relatively narrow suite of tools that duplicate the technology
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services and applications offered in other countries. Yet we also know that these tools are built by state
agencies with censorship and surveillance as a core design value. Nonetheless, we know little of how
algorithmic manipulation occurs over systems like Weibo, Renren, and WeChat. China is important for
multiple reasons. First, on the question of algorithms and social control, China’s information
infrastructure will shape the lives of a billion people. Second, China is the source of algorithmic
manipulations—such as social media “bots”—that have an impact on public life in democracies. Third,
many of the hardware and software innovations by the Chinese state are being sold to other countries
hoping to develop their information infrastructure. This means that the tools for algorithmic control are
being exported to other authoritarian regimes that also seek an internet for social control, while Chinese
security services retain ultimate control.
What are the specific structures and functions of algorithmic control and big data manipulation in
China? How do citizens—and democracy advocates—respond or circumvent and how widespread is
critical knowledge of algorithmic control? What are the mechanisms by which the Chinese government
uses big data to influence social media and public opinion beyond its borders?
In particular, Silvia Lindtner at the University of Michigan studies makerspaces in China and has an active
lab of junior scholars working on critical big data research in that country. Danie Stockmann at Leiden
University has also researched the use of big data in Chinese Media and is an expert on political
authoritarianism.
C. International Interference In Democratic Publics
A growing number of authoritarian regimes are using algorithms to manipulate not only conversations in
their own countries but the public spheres of democracies. Strategies include attacking civil society
groups in democracies, muddying international debate on sensitive security issues, and interfering with
public opinion during elections.
Which countries try to exercise “soft power” through algorithms and big data? How often, and in what
ways, do governments meddle in the public sphere of other countries using big data and algorithms?
How is political discourse and good governance in democracies and open societies threatened by
algorithmic manipulation originating outside their borders?
D. Civic Engagement in Latin America
There are several countries in Latin America where big data and the internet of things actually represent
opportunities for civic engagement. Global attention may be focused on political crises and recalcitrant
regimes across Asia, Eastern Europe, and the Middle East, but it is in Latin America that we find
relatively stable democracies with political interest in investing in public information infrastructure.
There are also some fairly specific opportunities to engage with Latin American civil society groups on
the horizon. Chile will be rewriting its Constitution in the next two years, and has signaled interest in
crowdsourcing the constitutional process, in addressing privacy issues at the constitutional level, and in
investing in e‐voting. Cuba is a country with relatively high levels of engineering education that is
opening and transitioning. Argentina is home to an active community of hacktivists. Brazil has a unique
history of technology‐enabled participatory budgeting, an exceptionally vibrant social media user
population, a commitment to open source software, a sophisticated level of public interest in a “Marco
Civil,” and broad values of technology use that differ from those in the United States. If there is a region
where making the analysis and findings of critical big data work will be welcomed and translated into
policy action, that region is Latin America.
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In particular, the Chilean think tank Fundacion Democracia y Desarrollo is run by a popular ex‐president
who is spearheading the crowdsourcing of constitutional reforms but is too old to run for office himself.
The organization has a "Social Lab for Civic Engagement" that brings together some of the country’s
political, corporate, and civic leaders for conversations about technology and political participation.
E. Public Services and Security
A growing number of public services, including policing, are being caught up in an uncritical drive for big
data analysis. There are many kinds of models for making various levels of government more
sophisticated in their use of data, but some models must be better than others. One business model
(Palantir) is to crowdsource data gathering using publicly accessible records, but then sell real‐time data
back to municipal governments in Los Angeles after processing the data through proprietary algorithms.
The City of Chicago collects vast amounts of information ostensibly through policing operations, but
releases some of the data through an open data initiative that helps local entrepreneurs develop hyper
local apps. It is not known how much policy oversight there is or ethical review there has been of such
efforts to bring data into city government. A study of best practices or a recommended process for
“data‐flying” cities, perhaps in conjunction with the national conference of mayors, would help set a
high standard for transparent and ethical big data involving public housing, policing, and other public
services.
How should public agencies engage with private data vendors when exploring new big data projects?
What kind of big data training should contemporary policy makers have? When should big data projects
and data be developed within public agencies, and when should they be contracted out (and under what
terms)?
In particular, sociologists Alison Powell (LSE) and Sarah Brayne (University of Texas) study cities,
dataficataion and social inequality.
F. National Security, Domestic and Foreign Affairs
The work of Edward Snowden and Julian Assange brought to light a profusion of new ways in which
data, computation, and advanced technology have/are used in intelligence operations domestically and
abroad. These revelations were centered on the idea that new varieties of surveillance were invading
the privacy of citizens. Essentially, security practitioners were accused of building massive databases of
information containing all sorts of communication—with little attention to nuance or relevance.
Because concerns stemming from these various leaks center on more acute questions of surveillance
and privacy, the role of big data, and its continued application in national and international security
settings, is often obscured or supplanted by generalized conversation. More robust conversation about
the way big data research affects both domestic and foreign policy is certainly needed. Although the use
of big data by corporations has received increasing critical attention, more research is needed on how
this information is collected and used by institutions and governments.
How much data collection is too much? What kind of public policy oversight would allow national
security agencies to meet reasonable collection goals?
The Electronic Freedom Forum, Center for Democracy and Technology, Privacy International and Global
Networking Initiative are among the best non‐governmental organizations for tracking these issues and
answering these questions. Their normative agenda is not unpalatable, and while they do not have a
strong record for doing comprehensive and critical big data analysis, they are organizationally stable
enough that they could do some creative work in this domain.
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Critical data research is flourishing but needs help turning insights into creative applications. It has
proven relatively straightforward (though not easy) to audit algorithms, find fault in the political
economy of data, identify the research and policy projects with questionable ethics, and demonstrate
the inadequacies of social research that is not self‐reflexive.
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APPENDIX 1: Domains of Big Data Critique and Creativity
A. General
1. Description: This domain of inquiry can be viewed as an ‘umbrella’ conversation about
critiques of big data. Rather than examining a particular arena in which big data research
has equally particular effects, general inquiry seeks to highlight the wide‐ranging
problematic associated with reliance on numbered solutions to human problems. This
domain is centered on a question such as “What are the social and cultural ramifications of
communicating and enacting generalizations drawn from large data sets?”
2. Exemplary Projects
3. Example Research, Writing, or Other Output
a. OTI at New America’s Data and Discrimination book
b. Big data's disparate impact by Barocas and Selbst
c. Critical Questions for Big Data by boyd and Crawford
d. Gary Marcus, The New Yorker (online), April 3, 2013.
B. Automation and Robotics
1. Description: Robotics complicates concepts of big data because robots can be designed to
download and execute actions via cloud‐based data. Access to large swaths of data could
prove useful for robots run by self‐learning software, but automated use of such data could
also lead to unexpected or dangerous behavior of technologies such as drones, driverless
cars, or medical robotics.
2. Exemplary Projects
a. Tech Policy Lab at UW
3. Example Research, Writing, or Other Output
a. Ryan Calo, Robotics and Lessons of Cyber Law
b. R.T. Ford, Save the Robots: Cyber Profiling and Your So‐Called Life
c. Nick Bilton, Friends, and Influence, for Sale Online
http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/04/20/friends‐and‐influence‐for‐sale‐online/
d. Yazam Boshmaf et al, The Socialbot Network: When Bots Socialize for Fame and
Money
C. Banking, Credit, and Insurance
1. Description: Modern banking is driven by complex data‐driven algorithmic trading—often
automated without close oversight from humans. Data collection by credit and insurance
brokers presents an early example of data‐driven discrimination. Ford [2000] flags the
practice and potential future harms of basing credit availability on dehumanized data
throughout the late 90s.
2. Exemplary Projects: Social and Ethical Aspects of Digital Identities. Towards a Value Sensitive
Identity Management.
3. Example Research, Writing, or Other Output
a. Yian Q. Mui, Little‐known firms tracking data used in credit scores Washington Post,
July 16, 2011.
b. Tim Harford, Big Data: Are We Making a Big Mistake, Financial Times, March 28,
2014.
c. Katherine Noyes, Will Big Data Help End Discrimination‐‐or Make it Worse?,
Fortune.
D. Business Ethics and Consumer Rights
1. Description: Projects concerned with the relationship of big data, business ethics, and
consumer rights seek to understand how responsibly businesses handle and store data, but
also whether businesses are selling data for profit.
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2. Exemplary Projects: Ranking Digital Rights, The Tradeoff Fallacy: How Marketers Are
Misrepresenting American Consumers and Opening Them Up to Exploitation
3. Example Research, Writing, or Other Output
a. Work of Joseph Turow at UPenn Annenberg
b. Landscaping of data brokers Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada
c. Nathan Newman, Google, Ebay, Amazon, and Yahoo! Team Up to Gut Consumer and
Privacy Laws, Data Justice block, April 27, 2015.
E. Civil and Human Rights
1. Description: This area of inquiry, related to the ways big data is used or misused in policing,
politics, health, and a variety of other arenas, explores how big data might be harnessed in
violation of civil or human rights. Several related projects document the rise of data‐driven
discrimination—wherein social decisions derived via big data analysis lead to unfair
treatment of minorities.
2. Exemplary Projects: Data and Discrimination from the Open Technology Institute at the New
America Foundation
3. EqualFuture/Civil Rights, Big Data and Our Algorithmic Future
a. "Data, Human Rights & Human Security" @ Technology & Human Rights
b. Center for Big Data Ethics, Law and Policy
4. Example Research, Writing, or Other Output
a. Frank Pasquale, The Black Box Society
b. Mining mobile youth cultures
c. Latanya Sweeney, Discrimination in Online Ad Delivery, ACM Queue, 11:3 10‐28,
2013.
d. Room for Debate, Is Big Data Spreading Inequality? NY Times, August 6, 2014.
F. Democracy, Elections, and Political Communication
1. Description: Data‐driven polls, socially automated actors (bots), campaign protocols, etc. are
of concern to those focused on the critical study of big data in politics. Political campaigns in
Western democracies now operate via data‐focused systems for voter outreach and
categorization, self‐learning social bots attack activists and spread propaganda worldwide—
researchers in this field attempt to understand the effects of big data in situations such as
these.
2. Exemplary Projects
a. Computational Propaganda: www.politicalbots.org
3. Example Research, Writing, or Other Output
a. Big Data: Seizing Opportunities, Preserving Values, Executive Office of the President,
May 2014.
b. Zeynep Tufekci, Engineering the Public
c. Robert Epstein, How Google Could Rig the 2016 Election Politico Magazine August
19, 2015.
a. Micah Sifry, Facebook Wants You to Vote on Tuesday. Here's How It Messed With
Your Feed in 2012. Mother Jones, October 31, 2014.
G. Education
1. Description: Big data is used in educational settings for student placement, testing, aptitude
evaluation (for states, regions, districts and students), and a variety of other sub‐areas.
Critical researchers of these practices study outcomes and effects of these data‐reliant
education systems but also attempt to understand potential positive futures for the use of
big data in school systems.
2. Exemplary Projects
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a. Assessing and Using Big Data to Advance Social Science Knowledge @ Oii
3. Example Research, Writing, or Other Output
a. Carol Burris, Principal uncovers flawed data in her state's official education reports
Washington Post, Nov. 22, 2014.
b. Farai Chideya, No Child Left Un‐mined? Student Privacy at Risk in the Age of Big Data
The Intercept, June 27, 2015.
c. Cathy O'Neil, Value‐added model doesn't find bad teachers, causes administrators
to cheat "mathbabe" blog, March 31, 2013.
H. Health
1. Description: Research concerned with big data used in healthcare has grown at pace with
the industry’s switch from paper to digital records. The massive amount of healthcare data
in the world leaves pundits concerned with leaks or discriminatory outcomes. What’s more,
scientists and companies now often use big data in attempts to predict disease outbreaks
and healthcare crises.
2. Exemplary Projects: The Citizenship Effects of Welfare Administration Technologies
3. Example Research
a. The work of Gina Neff and Brittany Fiore‐Gartland
b. David Lazer et al, Google Flu Trends Still Appears Sick: An Evaluation of the 2013‐–
2014 Flu Season
c. Declan Butler, When Google got flu wrong, Nature
d. Kaiser Fung, Google Flu Trends Failure Shows Good Data > Big Data, Harvard
Business Review Blog, March 25, 2014.
I. Internet of Things
1. Description: The internet of things (IoT) refers to the multitude of physical devices,
automobiles, climate control systems, appliances, etc., that are connected to the internet
and thus swaths of data. Critical research making a study of the IoT looks at the ways
information gathered from these device systems are used in ways unexpected by owners or
operators. Scholars, pundits, and professionals concerned with a globally connected physical
world make security and privacy key arenas of focus.
2. Exemplary Projects
a. IoT Privacy Forum and founder Gilad Rasner
3. Example Research, Writing, or Other Output
a. Bessis and Dobre, Big Data and the Internet of Things
b. Phil Howard, Pax Technica
c. Greengard, The Internet of Things
J. Incarceration
1. Description: Data analysis techniques using big information streams is now essential in many
states’ considerations of sentencing, parole, and other aspects of incarceration. A growing
field now makes the use of big data in prison systems its focus because so‐called “risk‐
assessment” software makes computational decisions about lives of incarcerated citizens.
Additionally, sensitive information about prisoners’ backgrounds is stored online—leading
to questions about security and privacy of said data.
2. Exemplary Projects: EqualFuture, Civil Rights, Big Data and Our Algorithmic Future
3. Example Research, Writing, or Other Output
a. Massimo Calabresi, Attorney General Eric Holder to Oppose Data‐Driven Sentencing,
Time Magazine, July 31, 2014
b. Luis Daniel, The dangers of evidence‐based sentencing mathbabe blog guest post,
October 21, 2014.
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c. Sonja Starr, Sentencing by the Numbers New York Times Op‐Ed, August 10, 2014.
d. Eileen Sullivan and Ronnie Greene, States predict inmates' future crimes with
secretive surveys, AP, February 24, 2015.
K. National Security and Foreign Affairs
1. Description: The Snowden revelations made it clear that intelligence services in many
countries, particularly in the US and UK, build and use large data sets in spying missions and
among many sectors of domestic and foreign affairs. Those that criticize this practice often
do so under the banner of privacy, meaning that big data’s role in security practices is often
clouded or misinterpreted. There has been a large amount of work done on governmental
practices surrounding the actions of Snowden, Wikileaks, and others. It is crucial, however,
that researchers begin to better contextualize the role of data in these practices.
2. Exemplary Projects
a. USIP PeaceTech Lab, Center for Data Ethics
3. Example Research, Writing, or Other Output
a. UNICRI Big Data Report
b. Howard, Pax Technica
c. DeLong, National Security Implications of Big Data Surveillance
L. Policing and Law Enforcement
1. Description: There has been a recent surge of interest, especially among academics and
media practitioners, about the ways law enforcement agencies use data‐driven analytics to
inform decisions related to policing. It has come to light that the New York Police
Department, the Chicago Police Department, and agencies in over 60 other US cities use
conclusions drawn from big data for predictive policing. In other words, they use
computational power to predict crimes. This tactic raises many questions related to
discriminatory profiling, surveillance, and police abuse.
2. Exemplary Projects
3. Example Research, Writing, or Other Output
a. Virginia Eubanks, The Policy Machine: The dangers of letting algorithms make
decisions in law enforcement, welfare, and child protection. Slate, April 30, 2015.
b. Rose Hackman, Is online surveillance of black teenagers the new stop‐and‐frisk?
c. Matt Stroud, The minority report: Chicago's new police computer predicts crimes,
but is it racist? The Verge, Feb. 19, 2014.
d. Janet Vertesi, My experiment opting out of Big Data made me look like a criminal,
Time Magazine, May 1, 2014.
M. Privacy and Security
1. Description: Privacy and security are among the most pressing concerns of those studying
issues of big data. Massive data bases of private information are vulnerable to attack and
theft, and the amalgamation of other data online can pose widespread risks to security at a
variety of levels. Many researchers exploring security and privacy implications of big data
seek to understand and illuminate the ways big data not only challenges these ideals but
also changes them.
2. Exemplary Projects
a. Social and ethical aspects of digital identities; towards a value sensitive identity
management
b. The New Transparency: Surveillance and Social Sorting
3. Example Research, Writing, or Other Output
a. Sarah Brayne, Stratified Surveillance: Policing in the Age of Big Data
b. Virginia Eubanks, Digital Dead End
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c. David Auerbach, You Are What You Click: On Microtargeting
d. Adam Chandler, The Many Reasons to Dislike Facebook's Mood Manipulation
Experiment. The Wire, June 28, 2014
N. Science and Knowledge Production
1. Description: The use of big data based methodology in academic settings, among STEM
fields and social sciences, is widespread. Many academics use computational big data
analysis to make generalized claims about the social world. This practice generates far‐
reaching knowledge and policy. Those critiquing this practice work to build comprehension
of such methods and often criticize data‐driven work as dehumanizing and potentially
harmful to certain populations.
2. Exemplary Projects
a. Socialising Big Data at ESRC
b. GovLab's "Data Collaboratives"
3. Example Research, Writing, or Other Output
a. Bruce Alberts, “Impact Factor Distortions”
b. James Faghmous and Vipin Kumar, A Big Data Guide to Understanding Climate
Change: The Case for Theory‐Guided Data Science Big Data, September 2014.
c. L. Sweeney, A. Abu, J. Winn, Identifying Participants in the Personal Genome Project
by Name SSRN 2013.
O. Urban Life
1. Description: This area of inquiry, connected to the study of the internet of things, explores
the way data and computation affect life in everyday settings within cities. Research
projects focused on this arena map the ways code and data are used in cityscapes for a
variety of purposes and critique potential power imbalances, discriminatory practices, and
other socio‐cultural outcomes of data‐supported cities.
2. Exemplary Projects: The Programmable City, Communities and Culture Network
3. Example Research, Writing, or Other Output
a. Mike Boehm, Google's wrong information about MOCA misleads museum‐goers, Los
Angeles Times, Dec. 14, 2015.
b. Zeynep Tufekci and Brayden King, We Can't Trust Uber, New York Times, Dec. 8,
2014.
P. Work and Labor
1. Description: Algorithms and data increasingly serve the function that “middle‐management”
once did, assigning and reviewing tasks for workers. In the case of Uber, for example, an
algorithm assigns drivers to passengers partially based on location—and passengers then
rate drivers to ensure quality through data collection (Lee, Kusbit, Metsky, & Dabbish, 2015).
Along with these developments come a host of ethical quandaries. Geolocation puts
workers under constant surveillance, allowing employers to know their whereabouts at all
times in order to maximize productivity. Ratings systems favor consumers, often having no
corrective measure should a worker be given a rating unfairly. And the activities of workers
(and consumers) generates valuable, uncompensated, and often personally identifiable data
in order to improve algorithmic systems.
2. Exemplary Projects
3. Example Research, Writing, or Other Output
a. Cathy O'Neil, Workplace Personality Tests: a Cynical View, mathbabe blog, April 16,
2015.
b. Alex Rosenblat, Tamara Kleese, and danah boyd, Networked Employment
Discrimination, Data & Society Working paper, October 2014.
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c. Sarah O'Connor, Wearables at work: the new frontier of employee surveillance
Financial Times, June 8, 2015
d. Don Peck, They're Watching You at Work. ,Atlantic Monthly, November 20, 2013.
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